Introduction
This paper analyses static, spherically symmetric perfect fluid solutions to Einstein's field equations with cosmological constant for a given monotonic equation of state ρ = ρ(P ). The choice of central pressure (central energy density) and cosmological constant uniquely determines the pressure function. It is the aim of this work to extend the results presented in [12] to include the cosmological constant.
Existence and uniqueness of a global solution with given equation of state can be proved for cosmological constants satisfying Λ < 4πρ b , which is given by the equation of state since ρ b = ρ(P = 0), following the line of argument of [12] .
The existence of such global solutions is quite important because assuming their existence, Buchdahl [5] showed that the total mass of a fluid ball is bounded by its radius. He showed the strict inequality M < (4/9)R, which holds for fluid balls in which the density does not increase outwards. It implies that radii of fluid balls are always larger than the black-hole event horizon. It is expected that perfect fluid balls with cosmological constant are larger than the black hole event horizon but still be smaller than the cosmological event horizon.
This paper is organised as follows: In section 2 Einstein's field equations and the Buchdahl variables are presented, in the beginning of section 3 uniqueness and existence of a regular solution at the centre is shown. In theorem 3 the extension of the solution is discussed. For fluid balls the Buchdahl inequality with cosmological term is obtained in theorem 5. Solutions without singularities are constructed in section 5. Finally remarks on the finiteness of solutions are given and moreover some conclusions are presented.
Field equations and Buchdahl variables
The most general static and spherically symmetric
in Einstein's theory of gravity yields three independent field equations with cosmological constant
for an isotropic perfect fluid. Note that one can either use the three field equations which imply conservation of energy-momentum or two of the field equations together with the conservation equation which we do. One function can be chosen freely since these are three independent ordinary differential equations for four unknown functions. The most physical assumption is to prescribe an equation of state ρ = ρ(P ). Integration of (2) gives
where the constant of integration is put to zero demanding regularity at the centre and where w(r) is the mean density up to r defined by
Eliminating the function ν ′ (r) from the field equations yields the TolmanOppenheimer-Volkoff [11, 16, 14] 
With given equation of state the conservation equation leads to
where P c is the central pressure. With m(r), equations (6) and (7) are forming an integro-differential system for ρ(r) and P (r). However, differentiating the mean density w(r) with respect to r implies
Therefore for a certain ρ = ρ(P ), equations (7) and (9) are forming a system of first order differential equations in P (r) and w(r).
To extract the TOV-Λ equation from Einstein's field equations the metric function ν(r) was eliminated. On the other hand, one may eliminate the pressure for which Buchdahl [5] introduced new variables
which we have supplemented by a cosmological constant. The second field equation (3) written in those variables leads to
After differentiating this with respect to x and using the conservation equation (4) the pressure can be eliminated. After some algebra one arrives at
which is surprisingly similar to the square of the Weyl tensor
This implies that the constant density solutions are conformally flat [13] , since w ,x = 0 and therefore with (14) gives (yζ ,x ) ,x = 0.
Existence of unique regular solutions
Since the field equation for a static and spherically symmetric perfect fluid with given equation of state reduce to a system of singular first order differential equations it is our first aim to apply theorem 1 of [12] to the resulting system with cosmological constant. Note that (9) is singular at the centre whereas (7) is not, however using ρ = ρ c + xρ 1 , where ρ c is the central density, we find for a given equation of state
With the help of the corresponding pressure relation P = P c + xP 1 (ρ 1 ) and by noting that
we find that the matrix N of (16) has the following form
Since the eigenvalues of N are independent of the cosmological constant the system has a unique bounded solution in the neighbourhood of the centre, which is indeed C ∞ . This implies the existence of a unique, smooth solution to (7) and (9) or (17) and (18) near the centre.
In [6] it is claimed that for a fixed equation of state and cosmological constant the choice of central pressure (and by virtue of the equation of state the central density) do not uniquely determine the solution. The existence and uniqueness theorem above disproves this statement.
Uniqueness of the solution at the centre immediately implies:
Theorem 2 Let an equation of state ρ(P ), a central pressure P c and the cosmological constant Λ be given such that
where
that also the central energy density is given by the equation of state. Then the unique solution is the Einstein static universe with Λ = Λ E .
For well defined right-hand sides of (17) and (18) standard theorems for differential equations guarantee that the solution can be extended. This implies that the solution is extendible if the pressure is finite P < ∞ and if the denominator of (18) is non-zero, i.e. y = 1 − 2wx − (Λ/3)x > 0. Since the second condition depends on the cosmological constant, new properties may arise. Moreover it must be clarified whether y = 0 corresponds to a coordinate singularity of the spacetime, as in the constant density case [4] , or to a geometric singularity. In Buchdahl variables (10)-(12) the line element (1) takes the form
which implies the following non-vanishing components of the Riemann tensor
with the remaining two given by
which indicates that y → 0 corresponds to a coordinate singularity rather then a geometric singularity if y ′ (x) and 1/ζ(x) behave well as y → 0.
The following theorem clarifies the extendibility of solutions.
Theorem 3 Suppose the pressure is decreasing near the centre, which means
Then the solution is extendible and the pressure is monotonically decreasing if
Proof. Assume that ρ = ρ(P ), P c and Λ are given such that P is decreasing near the centre, then w(x) ,x ≤ 0. Since y > 0 equation (14) implies
Rewriting (13) gives
next using the implication of (29) leads to
Together with the explicit expression of yζ ,x in (30) this finally shows
Therefore the Buchdahl variable y cannot vanish before the numerator does and consequently the right-hand sides of (17) and (18) are well defined, hence one can extend the solution if 4πP + w − Λ/3 > 0. Since y > 0 and 4πP + w − Λ/3 > 0 the sign of the right-hand side of (18) is strictly negative. Therefore the energy density and because of the equation of state the pressure are monotonically decreasing functions.
The last theorem contained the extendibility condition of solutions, which also allows to show the existence of global solutions.
Theorem 4 Suppose an equation of state is given such that ρ is defined for
p ≥ 0, non-negative and continuous for p ≥ 0, C ∞ for p > 0 and suppose that dρ/dp > 0 for p > 0. Furthermore assume that the cosmological constant be given such that Λ < 4πρ b . Proof. If the cosmological constant is given such that Λ < 4πρ b then
and the pressure is decreasing near the centre by (27). Since the pressure is decreasing near the centre the denominator of (32) is some positive number. Furthermore one can estimate the numerator of (32) by
and conclude that if
the Buchdahl variable y cannot vanish before the pressure does. The coordinate x b where the pressure vanishes will be taken as the definition of the stellar object's radius R.
Λ ≤ 0
If Λ ≤ 0 the matter can occupy the whole space because (32) implies positivity of y.
Suppose that P (x b ) = 0, at the corresponding radius R the Schwarzschildanti-de Sitter solution is joined uniquely by the condition M = m(R). In this manner the metric is C 0 only, because the density at the boundary may be non-zero. The metric is C 1 at P (R) = 0 if Gauss coordinates relative to the hypersurface P (R) = 0 are used. If the boundary density does not vanish the Ricci tensor has a discontinuity. Thus the metric is at most C 1 . Without further assumptions on the boundary density this cannot be improved. Now assume that P (x) > 0 for all x > 0. P (x) is monotonically decreasing, therefore lim x→∞ P (x) = P ∞ exists. This implies that the pressure gradient tends to zero as x → ∞. Because y −1 → 0 as x → ∞ equation (7) does not imply that P ∞ = 0, which it does if Λ = 0. Thus the equation of state only gives ρ → ρ ∞ = ρ(P ∞ ) as x → ∞.
If 0 < Λ < 4πρ b then one can estimate the pressure at the possible coordinate or geometric singularityr defined by y(r) = 0 since
which holds for all r. Therefore
Hence there exists R such that P (R) = 0. Since the pressure is decreasing and P (r) < 0 it follows that R <r. Thus if the cosmological constant is positive and Λ < 4πρ b then the pressure always vanishes at some x b . At the corresponding radius R the Schwarzschildde Sitter solution is joined uniquely by the same condition M = m(R). The metric is at most C 1 because the boundary density is larger than zero, this cannot be improved.
It is quite remarkable that this upper bound Λ < 4πρ b was found independently by considering consistency of the Newtonian limit [9] , the gravitational equilibrium via the virial theorem [10] and was also found in [15] by demanding stability of circular orbits. This "coincidence" deserves a closer inspection, which was already initiated in [1] .
Buchdahl inequality
The importance of Buchdahl's inequality was already discussed in the introduction. In the following its generalisation with cosmological constant is derived, see e.g. [3] without the cosmological term and [7] with cosmological constant following Buchdahl's original approach.
In the proof of the following theorem the field equations with constant density, denoted with a tilde, are solved with the help of Buchdahl variables and then this solution is compared with a general decreasing solution. The boundary mean density of the general solution defines the constant density solution that is used for comparison.
Theorem 5 Let the cosmological constant be given such that Λ < 4πρ b . Then for solutions having finite radius there holds
Proof. Assume that ρ(P ), P c and Λ are given such that the pressure is decreasing near the centre. Then by theorem 3 the pressure and mean density are decreasing functions and equation (14) implies
where the constant of integration is obtained from (13) evaluated at the boundary which can be used to integrate (39). Let us rewrite the right-hand side of (39) asỹζ
and substitute in −2ỹỹ ,x = 2w + Λ/3 for the first factor, divide byỹ which after integration yieldsζ
From equation (29) we concludeỹζ ,x = (yζ ,x ) b < yζ ,x , so that withỹ > y one finds
Evaluating this at the boundary and using that ζ can be normalised such that ζ b = y b , it is found that
Sinceζ (0) is a positive number, some algebra finally leads to the generalised Buchdahl inequality
Now we compare solutions with decreasing mean density and solution with constant density, where the constant density corresponds to the boundary mean density of the general solution. Thus (44) yields
which reads more explicitly
and which holds for all monotonically decreasing densities.
By using the definition of the boundary mean density w b = M/R 3 one can reformulate (46) arrive at
a generalised Buchdahl inequality that takes the cosmological constant into account. In [7] the 2M/R version of (47) was for example used to calculate the surface redshift with Λ. For comparison, note the in [7] the cosmological constant is rescaled by 8π.
Solutions without singularities
The last two sections showed the existence of stellar models for cosmological constants Λ < 4πρ b . Equation (47) implies that the boundary of the stellar object has a lower bound given by the black-hole event horizon and an upper bound given by the cosmological event horizon. The upper bound for positive cosmological constants. Stellar models with Λ ≤ 0 have a lower bound given by the black-hole event horizon. At the boundary the Schwarzschild-anti-de Sitter solution attached as an exterior field. Therefore stellar models with Λ ≤ 0 have no singularities. Solutions with cosmological constant satisfying Λ ≤ 0 are globally static.
For positive cosmological constants the situation is different. But one can also construct solutions without singularities.
At the boundary r = R, defined by P (R) = 0 the Schwarzschild-de Sitter solution is joined C 1 by the usual procedure introducing Gauss coordinates. The surface r = R can also be found in the vacuum region where the time-like Killing vector is past directed. This means that a second stellar object can be put in the spacetime:
Remarks on finiteness of the radius This depends on the given equation of state and on the cosmological constant. As was proved in theorem 4, solutions are always finite for positive cosmological constants. If Λ ≤ 0 either the pressure vanishes for some finite radius or the density is always positive and tends to ρ ∞ as r tends to infinity, which depends on the equation of state; in [12] necessary and sufficient conditions can be found.
Conclusions and Outlook
In this paper existence and uniqueness of static and spherically symmetric perfect fluid solutions with given equation of state for cosmological constants satisfying Λ < 4πρ b was proven. It would be interesting to extend these proofs to any value of the cosmological constant. The existence of these solutions is conjectured in [1] . One could start studying this system numerically or by using generating function techniques. An investigation of the Riemann tensor as outlined might also be a good starting point.
Furthermore the relation of the different theories that give rise to the same upper bound must be analysed and understood.
